In this paper we consider sequential joint state and static parameter estimation given discrete time observations associated to a partially observed stochastic partial differential equation (SPDE). It is assumed that one can only estimate the hidden state using a discretization of the model. In this context, it is known that the multi-index Monte Carlo (MIMC) method of [11] can be used to improve over direct Monte Carlo from the most precise discretizaton. However, in the context of interest, it cannot be directly applied, but rather must be used within another advanced method such as sequential Monte Carlo (SMC). We show how one can use the MIMC method by renormalizing the MI identity and approximating the resulting identity using the SMC 2 method of [5] . We prove that our approach can reduce the cost to obtain a given mean square error (MSE), relative to just using SMC 2 on the most precise discretization. We demonstrate this with some numerical examples.
Introduction
We consider joint state and static parameter estimation for discrete time observations, associated to a partially observed stochastic partial differential equation as data arrive sequentially. Such models can be considered a form of hidden Markov model (HMM), and these have a significant number of practical applications; see e.g. [3] for instance.
In the context of interest, we assume that one will have discretize the time and space element of the SPDE and estimate the states and parameters using a discreitized version of the model. In this scenario, one is faced with the problem of joint state and static parameter estimation for a HMM with high-dimensional state; a problem which is notoriously challenging [17] . In this article, we focus upon using the SMC 2 method of [5] , however other approaches are possible. Note that the computational cost associated to performing any simulation-based numerical method will increase as the precision of the discretization is enhanced. This is assumed in all of our subsequent discussion.
In the problem of interest, we are dealing with an expectation w.r.t. a probability measure that has been discretized in multiple dimensions. Following the successful multilevel Monte
Carlo method for scalar discretizations [9, 10, 12] , the multi-index Monte Carlo method of [11] was developed. In this approach one rewrites the expectation of interest as a sum of difference of differences (DOD) w.r.t. independent refinement of the discretization level of different dimensions, for example different spatial dimensions and time (details are given in Section 2) . If the number of dimensions which are discretized is d then this DOD involves expectations w.r.t at most 2 d different discretization levels. Then, under appropriate assumptions and given an efficient coupling of these 2 d distributions, [11] show that the cost to achieve a prespecified MSE is reduced with respect to considering MC on a single level.
Indeed under appropriate assumptions and with an appropriate index set, the MIMC approach can achieve an improved cost with respect to the single index counterpart, MLMC.
The main issue in our context is that exact simulation of the coupling is currently not possible. However, it will be shown that it is possible to evaluate a non-negative unbiased estimator of an un-normalized coupling.
In [13] , based upon an idea in [14] , a method for using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) in muti-index contexts was developed, based on constructing an approximate coupling. This procedure is typically inefficient for time-dependent scenarios, in which one aims to perform inference sequentially as data arrives. In this article, we extend the approach to the sequential context of joint state and static parameter estimation for discrete time observations, associated to a partially observed stochastic partial differential equation. A renormalized MI identity is approximated using the SMC 2 method of [5] . Under appropriate assumptions, we prove that our approach can reduce the cost required to obtain a given MSE, relative to just using SMC 2 on the most precise discretization. We demonstrate this in numerical examples.
This article is structured as follows. In Section 2 we describe the problem and how it may be solved, if numerical approximation were not required. In Section 3 we show how our approach can be numerically approximated. In Section 4 our theoretical result is given, with the proofs in the appendix. In Section 5 our numerical results are presented.
Problem Formulation

Model
Let (Y, Y) and (X, X ) be a measurable spaces. We are given a sequence of observations y 0 , y 1 , . . . , y n ∈ Y, at some regular discrete times, where WLOG we assume the observation interval is unit in time. These observations are associated to a continuous-time (Markov) stochastic process {X t } t≥0 , with X t ∈ X. The process would typically arise from the finitetime evolution of an SPDE, although we do not make this constraint at this time. It is supposed that for any
where θ ∈ Θ ⊆ R k is a static parameter, dy is a σ−finite measure on (Y, Y) and g : Θ × X × Y → R + is a probability density for every (θ,
(resp. µ θ , µ : Θ × X → R + ) be the transition density in unit time (resp. initial density) of {X t } t≥0 w.r.t. a dominating σ−finite measure on (X, X ). Note that for every (θ, x) ∈ Θ × X,
is a probability density on x ′ . Let π θ be a probability density w.r.t. Lebesque measure (written dθ) on (Θ, B(Θ)) with B(Θ) the Borel sets. Define the probability density for n ≥ 0, on X n+1 × Θ:
Let ϕ : X n+1 × Θ → R be integrable w.r.t. π n . Uur objective is to compute, recursively in n
where will supress the dependence on y 0:n which is done from hereon.
Discretized Model
Here we explicitly assume that f θ (x, x ′ ), µ θ (x), g θ (x, y) are not available, in the sense that they cannot be simulated from or estimated unbiasedly. This can occur for instance if X is an infinite dimensional space. We explicitly assume that one must work with a discretized version of the model, that is, there does not (currently) exist an unbiased and non-negative approximation of π n (x 0:n , θ).
0 , then for any fixed and finite-valued collection of indices α one can obtain a biased approximation X α ∈ X α ⊆ X (σ−algebra X α ) of X n , and
That is, one can define the probability density for
is a probability density w.r.t. x ′ and similar obvious extensions of µ θ , g θ .
It is explicitly assumed that for ϕ :
It is assumed that the computational cost associated with X α , Y α increases as any index of α increases. For simplicity, here we will constrain our attention here to α ∈ I m1:m d where the tensor product index set is defined by
Thus our objective is to compute E πn,α [ϕ α (X 0:n , θ)] recursively for each n.
Multi-Index Methods
Define the difference operator ∆ i , i ∈ {1, . . . , d} as
where e i are the canonical vectors on
The work [11] propose to leverage this identity by constructing a biased estimator of
which can (in principle) be approximated by Monte Carlo, coupling the (at most) 2 d different probability measures for a given α ∈ I. The residual error is therefore given by
We will constrain our consideration henceforth to the tensor product index set 
Renormalized Multi-Index Identity
The following idea builds upon the approaches in [13] and [14] . Consider (3) and a given summand for α ∈ I m1:m d , with n fixed. Suppose that there are 1 < k α ≤ 2 d probability measures for which one wants to compute an expectation (in the case that there is only 1, one can use an MCMC method to compute the expectation). These k α probability measures
For simplicity of notation we will denote the k α multi-indices by α (1), . . . , α(k α ), where
The convention of the labelling is such that, writing
We suppose that there exist a coupling of the discretized dynamics. That is, there exists
and any i ∈ {1, . . . , k α }, A i ∈ X α(i) , we have:
Similarly we suppose that there exists a probability densityμ θ on
, we have:
We remark that one can find scenarios for which this is true, and we will give a specific example later in Section 5. Letǧ :
be arbitrary for the moment. We consider the model
[13, 14] seť
which is the choice used in this article.
Now we have that for any
.
For ease of notation, we set for any
Then it follows that
where |α| = d j=1 α j . This idea is called approximate coupling; see [15] for a discussion.
Our strategy is then the following. Independently for each α ∈ I m1:m d (with k α > 1)
and serially for each n we will sample (approximately) from ξ n,α(1:kα) (x 0:n (1 : k α ), θ) and then approximate the R.H.S. of (5). As noted above, in the case k α = 1, one can simply sample π n,α .
Simulation Strategy
Particle Filter
In this section, we focus upon the approximation of the joint, recursively in n ξ n,α(1:kα),θ (x 0:n (1 :
That is, θ is fixed. This procedure is the standard particle filter which is given in Algorithm 1.
The joint distribution of all the variable sampled in Algorithm 1, up-to time n, is written
That is, a i n−1 is the index at time n − 1 of the resampled particle which has the index i at time n. Hence it can be used to trace the ancestral lineage of the particle as it evolves through the sequential importance resampling steps. For each i ∈ {1, . . . , N } define the ancestral lineage indices as
One can sample from
to approximate ξ n,α(1:kα),θ (x 0:n (1 : k α )). This will prove useful in the next section.
can be unbiasedly estimated by
It is noted that particle filters often do not work well in high-dimensions (e.g. [19] ).
However, in the case where there is some well-defined limit as the dimension grows (as will be the case in the context of this article), the algorithm can work quite well; see e.g. [18] .
Particle MCMC (PMCMC)
In this section, we focus on the sampling from ξ n,α(1:kα) (x 0:n (1 : k α ), θ), except with n fixed.
The algorithm particle marginal Metropolis-Hastings (PMMH) [1] is given in Algorithm 3.
In Algorithm 3 r(θ i−1 , ·) is a proposal density on Θ which we will assume is a postive probability density w.r.t. dθ for any θ i−1 .
It is shown in [1] that one has the following consistent estimator of
for integrable and real-valued functions ϕ α(j) and any j ∈ {1, . . . , -
, . . . , N }, and evaluate the weight
As a result, for n fixed, one can approximate the R.H.S. of (5). We hence refer to this procedure as MI-PMCMC. The target density associated to the PMMH kernel in Algorithm • Iterate:
-(I) Set i = i + 1 and propose θ ′ given θ i−1 from a proposal r(θ i−1 , ·) (described in the main text).
-(II) Given θ ′ run the particle filter in Algorithm 1 and record the estimate Z N n,α,θ ′ .
-(III) Set θ i = θ ′ with probability
Algorithm 3 Particle MCMC Algorithm • Initialize. As in Algorithm 3. Select a trajectory x i 0:n (1 : k α ) from the particle filter just run using (7), denote the stored state x 0 0:n (1 : k α ).
• Iterate:
-(I-II) as in Algorithm 3.
-(II.b) Select a trajectory x s ′ 0:n (1 : k α ) from the particle filter just run using (7).
-(III) as in Algorithm 3.
3 for the mutation at the final step n. We define the spaces:
and states
and note U 0,α ∈ E 0 , U n,α ∈ E n , n ≥ 1.
The following non-intuitive identity is crucial
So there is a natural mechanism by which to wrap an SMC sampler [8] around PMCMC, resulting in an implementable sequential algorithm. The procedure is given in Algorithm 4.
In Algorithm 4 denote the equally weighted N α −empirical measure ofũ
Now at any time p sample S i p ∈ {1, . . . , N }, i ∈ {1, . . . , N α } with probability
For
and denote the augmented empirical measure of (ũ 
Algorithm 4 An SMC 2 Algorithm
• Initialize. Set p = 0, for i ∈ {1, . . . , N α } sample θ i from the prior π θ , and X i,j
fromμ θ i ,α(1:kα) (·), j ∈ {1, . . . , N }. Compute the weight:
-Select (outer SMC sampler): Set p = p + 1, resample u 1:Nα p−1,α using the
, denoting the resulting samplesû -Extend state: 
-Estimate next likelihood ratio:
Hence we have the estimate of (5) as
where for instance
Theoretical Results
We now consider the SMC 2 procedure in the previous section. We will analyze the variance of our MI method and we make the following assumptions. The assumptions are strong and could be relaxed at the cost of longer proofs.
(A1) There exist 0 < C < C < +∞ such that for every α ∈ I m1:
, with lim min 1≤i≤d αi→+∞ C(α(1 : k α )) = 0, such that for any collection of scalar, bounded random variables
We have the following result. The expectation below is w.r.t. the randomness in the SMC 2 algorithm.
Theorem 4.1. Assume (A1-2). Then every
Proof. Follows directly from Lemma A.1 and Proposition A.1 in the appendix.
It is noted that our bound depends upon the time parameter and d and we do not address these aspects in our subsequent discussion.
MIMC considerations
Define a multi-index estimator as
Observe that 
where we recall C(α(1 : k α )) appears in Theorem 4.1 and Assumption (A2). 
and
for some C > 0 and for a cost of
Proof. Under the assumptions above, and following from Theorem 4.1, the proof is the same as that of Proposition 3.2 in [13] .
This can be readily generalized to different relationship between the coefficients (w i , β i , γ i ) and importantly different index sets, such as the analogous total degree set I
, which was mentioned above. These modifications will result in the same cost benefit here as in the work [11] , and this will be very important for practical application.
Numerical Results
Simulation Settings
We illustrate the performance of the proposed methods on the Bayesian parameter inference problem of a partially observed stochastic system which is the solution to a SPDE. Comparisons are made with i.i.d. sampling from the most precise discretization of the underlying stochastic system using the ordinary MC (e.g. PMCMC or SMC 2 ) method. The hidden process is assumed to be modelled by the solution to this SPDE with q k = 1 and u k,0 = 1 for k ≥ 1.
Pointwise observations of the process are obtained at times t(n) = nδ for n = 1, 2, ..., 100 and δ = 0.001, and at the locations x 1 = 1/3 and x 2 = 2/3 under an additive Gaussian noise with mean zero and variance τ 2 = 1. If we denote the observation vector at time t(n)
by y n = (y n,1 , y n,2 ) T , the corresponding likelihood function is
where u(x i , t(n)) is the solution of the above SPDE at time t(n) and location x i and note that u(x, t) = The problem of interest is the Bayesian static parameter estimation of σ from the abovementioned model sequentially for each n as the data arrives. Our ultimate goal is to compute
, where ϕ(σ) = σ and π n = π n (σ|y 1:n ) is the posterior density of σ induced by the HMM with no discretization bias. In this case, we are interested in the posterior mean of the model parameter σ. Given the approximation multi-index α * = (m x , m t ), we are to
, where π n,α * is the posterior distribution π n,α * (σ|y 1:n ) associated with the multi-index α * .
We adopt the exponential Euler scheme developed in [16] for discretizing the underlying hidden process. To be precise, at a multi-index α = (α x , α t ), the above SPDE is solved with the first K α = K 0 × 2 αx eigenfunctions and M α = M 0 × 2 αt time steps as follows
where r k,i ∼ N 0, The coupling of the k α (1 ≤ k α ≤ 4) discretized probability laws is constructed as follows. were fit, which is consistent with the results in [13] .
Results on PMCMC
We consider the estimation of the posterior mean of the model parameter σ in this section with n fixed and n = 100. The proposed MI-PMCMC method is implemented with the optimal choice of N α ∝ ε −2 m x 2 −αx−3αt/2 as discussed in [13] . As shown by (12) , the u α,k,i
can be solved by Kalman filter since it fits in the framework of linear Gaussian state-space models. As a result, MCMC with the true likelihoods calculated from the Kalman techniques is implemented to produce the benchmark for computing the MSE of the approximations.
Both algorithms are implemented for 20 runs and with the most precise discretization index α * = (2, 1), (4, 2), (6, 3) . The MSE vs cost plot is illustrated in Figure 1 . The cost rates are verified numerically as in Figure 1 and consistent with the discussions in [13] . The fitted rate is about −5.1 for the ordinary PMCMC method and −3.1 for MI-PMCMC.
Results on SMC 2
The proposed SMC 2 method as well as the ordinary SMC 2 method are implemented with the most precise discretization indices α * = (2, 1), (4, 2), (6, 3), (8, 4) and N is fixed with N = 500. The proposed SMC 2 method is run with the optimal choice of
as discussed in [13] . The ground truth is calculated by the weighted average of the σ particles from the iterated batch importance sampling algorithm [6] with true likelihood increments derived from the Kalman techniques, which is used for computing the MSE of the approximations. Both algorithms are implemented for 20 runs.
Following the optimal choice of discretization K = M 2 as discussed in [16] , the cost for a single realization is proportional to M 3 . This results in the optimal cost for the ordinary SMC 2 being O(ε −5 ). For the multi-index SMC 2 method, if m x = 2m t ≥ 2log(ε/2) and the optimal N α is chosen, the cost is dominated by O(ε −3 ). This is verified numerically, as illustrated in Figure 2 , which displays the MSE vs cost plot at different time index n ∈ {50, 65, 80, 100}. The fitted rate is about −5.2 for the ordinary SMC 2 and −3 for the multi-index SMC 2 method.
In addition: Clearly, using (A2) and the boundedness of the proof is omitted as it is standard.
